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1. Summary of the impact (indicative maximum 100 words)

Sheffield’s research integrating advanced machining technologies for aerospace alloys with state-of-the-art factory simulation was crucial in Boeing’s decision to build its first new build factory constructed worldwide in 30 years. Boeing Sheffield is a £40m, 6,200 m² manufacturing facility and has created 87 new high-value manufacturing jobs. Operational since 2018, Boeing Sheffield has created £50m of economic value and placed around £8m of orders with the local supply chain. Sheffield City Region has benefited from growth in both GVA (+1.0%) and employment (+1.4%), the UK Government has heralded its impact on their flagship Aerospace Sector Deal.

2. Underpinning research (indicative maximum 500 words)

In 2016, Boeing initiated a major research & development programme with the University of Sheffield’s Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC) to develop new manufacturing techniques capable of underpinning a business case for Boeing’s first production facility in Europe. This case required a 20% reduction in costs, a 25% reduction in waste, and a 30% increase in productivity for the machining of gear and actuator parts. Sheffield's research programme had two objectives:

1) Develop a cost-effective and futureproof manufacturing method to displace single use machine tools and processes.
2) Integrate this new method with modelling tools that can simulate real-time operations to ensure that the production facility will have the manufacturing capacity and flexibility to meet current and future demands.

The first research objective built on Sheffield’s pre-existing fundamental understanding of material removal processes for the machining of aerospace alloys and applied it to Boeing’s gear-specific processes for a range of machine tools. Specifically, Sheffield’s research into process damping had previously investigated the relationship between vibration and machining feed rate to maximise both stability and speed. Accurate feed rate selection for machining was achieved through development of a milling vibration time-domain model that considered process damping forces created due to interference between the tool flank and the just-cut workpiece surface [R1]. Through extensive experimental testing, the influence of tool edge geometry on vibration and consequently production time revealed that variable helix/pitch angles and an increased cutting edge radius improved process damping performance [R2].

Traditional machining dynamics models predict the stability of a process involving a single cutting tool operating at a given point in time. Research at Sheffield had investigated parallel machining dynamics to improve productivity by using multiple cutting tools on a part simultaneously. This research led to an understanding of the interacting dynamics of two simultaneously operating cutting tools [R3].

Sheffield’s research into the effects of cutting tool preparation, cutting speed, and feed rate on tool wear/life for a range of different cutting tool geometries and materials led to an understanding of the effects of operating parameters on tool life for a range of aerospace alloys [R4]. This knowledge resulted in further improved process efficiency.

Sheffield has developed in-process condition monitoring technology for tool wear using acoustic emission, microphone, vibration, and spindle power sensors. In-process monitoring is essential to achieving the desired dimensional accuracy and surface finish of a machined workpiece and avoids ad-hoc manual interventions. The developed technology allows the condition of the tool to be monitored after each cut of the workpiece and the tool life to be maximised [R5]. The ability to correctly determine and track the geometry of the tools used to create the gears informed the tooling strategy and improved productivity.

The second research objective involved the development of a Discrete Event Simulation (DES) model of the new facility to determine whether Boeing had an adequate workforce and resources to support operations and identify whether there would be any bottlenecks in production and to validate production targets against intended operations. Previous research in automated model generation using simplified data capture tools and algorithms to generate a file readable in real time by the DES model allowed rapid simulation of a variety of manufacturing processes and different operational scenarios [R6]. The application of this simulation model validated Sheffield’s proposed manufacturing method against Boeing’s production targets, allowing for a holistic understanding of the factory floor operations before the construction of the facility was completed.
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### 4. Details of the impact (indicative maximum 750 words)

Boeing is the world's largest aerospace company and the US's largest manufacturing exporter. More than 10,000 Boeing-built commercial jetliners are in service accounting for almost half the world's fleet. Boeing directly employs more than 2,500 people in the UK and co-founded The University of Sheffield's AMRC in 2001 [S1 p2].

In 2018, Boeing's first new-build factory constructed worldwide in 30 years was opened adjacent to the AMRC. The President of Boeing Europe and the Managing Director for the UK and Ireland stated, “The innovative technology and discrete event simulation modelling for the machining of aircraft gear and actuator parts, developed with the AMRC, were crucial in enabling Boeing's decision in 2016 to create its first manufacturing facility in the UK” [S3]. He noted, “The overall value of the University’s [Sheffield] research, including investments, enhanced manufacturing processes and productivity well exceed £50 million” [S3].

Examples of Sheffield's research contributions and its impact on enhancing manufacturing processes and productivity are given below:
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- Research into parallel machining dynamics [R3] led to an improved manufacturing method which has reduced cycle times for actuator yoke components from 94.5 minutes to 49.5 minutes [S3].

- Research into material removal processes, vibration, tool edge geometry, tool life and in-process monitoring [R1, R2, R4, R5] enabled ‘right first time’ processes for components such as hypoid pinion and tension blocks through optimal tooling selection, fixturing approaches, and machining strategies [S3].

- Research into cutting tool geometry and in-process monitoring [R4, R5] underpinned the development of new technology solutions for gear manufacturing, which allow single setup production, automation of processes, and balancing of operations across the machine tool [S3].

Sheffield’s DES research [R6] underpinned the development of a ‘virtual factory’ simulation model, which through value stream mapping, factory layout optimisation, and virtual reality representation helped validate effective processes and technology routes for increasing productivity. This resulted in a robust prediction of the ‘should cost’ of the new facility and provided Boeing with the confidence to invest £40m in the 6,200 m² Sheffield facility [S3]. A Manufacturing Engineer for Boeing Research and Technology stated, “Through the collaboration with the AMRC, we have been able to look at whether we had invested in the right number of machines for the workshop floor, to check we had the adequate workforce and resources availability to support operations and look at any bottle-necks in production to validate our targets against our intended operations” [S4 p3].

Socio-economic impact

To date, 87 high-value manufacturing jobs have been created at Boeing Sheffield. These include 30 machinist apprentices, and the employment of eight former AMRC engineers to strengthen knowledge transfer [S3].

Boeing has placed approximately £8m of orders in the local supply chain where proximity is a distinct advantage due to a ‘Just in Time’ requirement [S3]. The UK Sales and Business Director at Boeing supplier NIKKEN stated, “the contract with Boeing Sheffield has had an enormous impact on NIKKEN, generating [text removed for publication] revenue since 2018. It has resulted in corporate expansion and job creation, [text removed for publication]. NIKKEN has also invested [text removed for publication] in capital equipment to deliver the contract” [S5]. Similarly, the Commercial Director at [text removed for publication], another supplier, commented that since 2017, “the contract with Boeing has significantly boosted our revenue [text removed for publication], business reputation and capabilities [text removed for publication], and serves as a platform for growth and corporate development” [S6].

Boeing Sheffield’s construction has resulted in major benefits for the regional and national economies. The Mayor of the Sheffield City Region said, “Boeing’s choice of location is a strong sign of confidence in our advanced engineering excellence. The opportunities for our communities, for business, for researchers and for the workforce of the future are limitless” [S2 para. 6]. More specifically, he stated, “Following Boeing’s arrival in Sheffield, the region’s employment levels and GVA have notably increased: in Q3 of 2019, for example, employment growth reached 1.4% and annual GVA increased by 1.0%” [S7].
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Impact on practitioners within the aerospace industry

The improvements in manufacturing methods, specifically with respect to research to achieve a connected digital factory environment, has extended knowledge, expertise, and capabilities within the Boeing Company [S3].

Impact on public policy

Sheffield’s research has helped to realise the aims of the Aerospace Growth Partnership, a strategic partnership between the UK Government, industry, and other key stakeholders. Set-up to tackle barriers to growth, boost competitiveness and exports, and grow the number of high-value jobs in the UK, it is responsible for implementing the Aerospace Sector Deal and states its strategy is to “Make the UK the most attractive aerospace location in the world”. The Secretary of State for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy commented, “Boeing choosing the heart of South Yorkshire as its first European home is testament to our capabilities, talent pool and strong manufacturing supply chains which are vital to job creation and creating value for local economies” [S2 para. 4].
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S3. Confidential testimonial from The President of Boeing Europe and the Managing Director for the UK and Ireland (2020). Corroborates a) decision to choose Sheffield, b) direct economic impact c) process improvements, d) jobs created, e) local supply chain benefits & f) application of techniques across Boeing.


S5. Confidential testimonial from the UK Sales and Business Development Director at NIKKEN (2020). Corroborates a) revenue, b) corporate expansion, and c) job creation.

S6. Confidential testimonial from the Commercial Director at [text removed for publication], (2020). Corroborates a) revenue, b) business reputation c) increased capabilities & d) growth and corporate development.

S7. Confidential testimonial from the Sheffield City Region Mayor (2021). Corroborates the regional impact of Boeing Sheffield.